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SAN JOSE 

The WAVE 
S K Y  I N F I N I T Y  

 
“The birth of Silicon Valley, waves from agriculture to electroculture” (a Team Conception of 
Design) 
 
Vineyard Valley to Silicon Valley, from the agricultural land and the valley’s strong 
commitment to research to the first seeds of Silicon Valley’s legacy were planted and ignites 
a representation of progress and the future to the people of  San Jose during that day. 
 
The “Wave” of technological innovation passed to its future generation, continually and 
consistently progressing. Making an entrepreneurial spirit and was exploring the excitement of 
electronic world of tech inventions. The Silicon’s Valley world first leading innovator of 
Hewlett-Packard to its famous discovery (audio oscillator) to the military based aerospace and 
electronics comprised some first big industries. That uses by upgrading aerospace 
technologies such NASA and Lockheed Martin.  Until now, The waves of innovation has never 
stops, in home, personal use or even in the business corporate world like HP, Adobe, Apple, 
Yahoo, Google, Amazon, Facebook,  among others leading technological company. 
 
Our design intent is to show every ingenuity and every possibility for the total “Wave” 
transformation of San Jose, on the day of first settlement of Spanish colonialization in 1776 
today 2020 and beyond.  We focus on the three (3) key elements of design planning; 
connected, amazed and transformed. The rising of Wave arc column on the west side of arena 
park to the top edge level of arc of 200’ FT (60M), above atmosphere. Then flip extending to 
the other side with flyer rides powered by hydraulic engines by transporting guest with thrill to 
the other side of the east park. The “Floating Resto” are located at the center of confluence 
point of the two river, the intersection of the Guadalupe River and Los Gastos Creek. Hanging 
above the majestic V- Water Curtain, a universal lively animated symbols of “Heroes” brave 
heart soldiers reflection in the Vietnam War on east side of arena are the “Wave Center”, the 
triple decker structure that combines natures, peoples and technology. A state-of-the art 
invincible facilities between structure with notion of high breed high-tech & green integration. 
A zero emission to zero waste design management methodology that bringing closer to 
environment with ultimate stewardship.  
 
The wave iconic landmark is the living unprecedented structure created for nature, live with 
people and works for relentlessly.     


